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An introduction to JHelioviewer functionalities

• 14:30 intro & basics


• 15:00 image processing


• 15:30 input/output 

• 16:30 physics support


• 17:00 study an event


• … till 18:00: online Q&A

Each 30 min block: 

• Intro


• demo


• do-it-yourself

All Questions: Slack 

• ESPDschool2024


• #jhelioviewer_questions_and_answers
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All disciplines that work with image data—from astrophysics to medical research and 
historic preservation—increasingly require efficient ways to browse and inspect large sets 
of high-resolution images. Based on the JPEG 2000 image-compression standard, the 
JHelioviewer solar image visualization tool lets users browse petabyte-scale image archives 
as well as locate and manipulate specific data sets.
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JHelioviewer: Visualizing Large Sets 
of Solar Images Using JPEG 2000

T he Sun exhibits phenomena on all 
observable time and length scales, 
from seconds to tens of years, and 
from tens to hundreds of millions of 

kilometers. Over the last decade, the amount of 
data returned from space and ground-based solar 
telescopes has increased by several orders of mag-
nitude. Space missions and ground-based observa-
tories have been taking advantage of better optics, 
higher network capacities, and greater storage 

capabilities to produce and deliver an ever-growing 
volume of solar data. 

Today, the Solar and Heliospheric Observatory 
(SOHO; http://soho.nascom.nasa.gov), launched 
in 1995, transmits approximately 200 Mbytes of 
imagery per day. Its lineal descendant, the Solar 
Dynamics Observatory (SDO; http://sdo.gsfc.
nasa.gov), to be launched at the end of 2009, will 
send 1.4 Tbytes of images per day. Among other 
data products, SDO will provide full-disk images 
of the Sun taken every 10 seconds in eight differ-
ent ultraviolet spectral bands with a resolution of 
16 megapixels (MPs) per image. This translates 
to a 4,096 × 4,096 pixel resolution—that is, a 
single full image that no monitor or LCD on the 
market today is large enough to display. These 
data volumes make downloading and locally 
browsing and analyzing significant fractions of 
the data impossible, simply because such activ-
ity exceeds the existing Internet and network 
infrastructure.

With such staggering volume, the data is bound 
to be accessible from only a few repositories, and 
users will have to deal with data sets effectively 
immobile and practically difficult to download. 
From a scientist’s perspective, this poses three 
problems: accessing, browsing, and finding inter-
esting data while avoiding the proverbial search 
for a needle in a haystack.
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ABSTRACT

Context. Solar observatories are providing the world-wide community with a wealth of data, covering wide time ranges (e.g. Solar
and Heliospheric Observatory, SOHO), multiple viewpoints (Solar TErrestrial RElations Observatory, STEREO), and returning large
amounts of data (Solar Dynamics Observatory, SDO). In particular, the large volume of SDO data presents challenges; the data are
available only from a few repositories, and full-disk, full-cadence data for reasonable durations of scientific interest are di�cult to
download, due to their size and the download rates available to most users. From a scientist’s perspective this poses three problems:
accessing, browsing, and finding interesting data as e�ciently as possible.
Aims. To address these challenges, we have developed JHelioviewer, a visualisation tool for solar data based on the JPEG 2000 com-
pression standard and part of the open source ESA/NASA Helioviewer Project. Since the first release of JHelioviewer in 2009, the sci-
entific functionality of the software has been extended significantly, and the objective of this paper is to highlight these improvements.
Methods. The JPEG 2000 standard o↵ers useful new features that facilitate the dissemination and analysis of high-resolution image
data and o↵ers a solution to the challenge of e�ciently browsing petabyte-scale image archives. The JHelioviewer software is open
source, platform independent, and extendable via a plug-in architecture.
Results. With JHelioviewer, users can visualise the Sun for any time period between September 1991 and today; they can perform
basic image processing in real time, track features on the Sun, and interactively overlay magnetic field extrapolations. The software
integrates solar event data and a timeline display. Once an interesting event has been identified, science quality data can be accessed
for in-depth analysis. As a first step towards supporting science planning of the upcoming Solar Orbiter mission, JHelioviewer o↵ers
a virtual camera model that enables users to set the vantage point to the location of a spacecraft or celestial body at any given time.

Key words. Sun: general – Sun: activity – virtual observatory tools – methods: observational – methods: data analysis –
methods: numerical

1. Introduction

Over the last decade, the amount of data returned from space-
and ground-based solar telescopes has increased by several or-
ders of magnitude. This constantly increasing volume is both a
blessing and a barrier: a blessing for providing data with signif-
icantly higher spatial and temporal resolution, but also a barrier
for scientists to access, browse, and analyse them.

Since its launch in 2010, the Solar Dynamics Observatory
(SDO, Pesnell et al. 2012) has been returning 1.4 terabyte of im-
age data per day, more than three orders of magnitude more than
the Solar and Heliospheric Observatory (SOHO, Domingo et al.
1995). Such staggering volumes of data are accessible only from
a few repositories, and users have to deal with data sets that are
e↵ectively immobile and practically di�cult to download. From
a scientist’s perspective this poses three problems: accessing,
browsing, and finding interesting data as e�ciently as possible.

JHelioviewer (Müller et al. 2009) addresses these three prob-
lems using a novel approach: image data is lossily compressed

using the JPEG 2000 standard (Taubman & Marcellin 2002) and
served on demand in a quality-progressive, region-of-interest-
based stream. Together with the web application helioviewer.org,
it is part of the joint ESA/NASA Helioviewer Project1. The aim
of the Helioviewer Project is to enable exploration of the Sun
and the inner heliosphere for everyone, everywhere, via intuitive
interfaces and novel technology. It achieved its first milestone
by making data from SDO and SOHO easily accessible to the
scientific community and general public and continues to enjoy
popularity in the scientific community, also because of its open
source approach.

With the advent of SDO, solar physics has entered the “Big
Data” domain: SDO’s science data volume of about 0.8 petabyte
per year – equivalent to downloading half a million songs per
day, every day2 – is costly to store and can only be delivered

1 http://wiki.helioviewer.org
2 https://www.nasa.gov/pdf/417176main_SDO_Guide_CMR.
pdf
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The Helioviewer landscape
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Server at IAS (Paris)

The Helioviewer landscape
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https://www.jhelioviewer.org/

Download & Install



Download & Install
https://www.jhelioviewer.org/



Start-it-up



Load recent SWAP movie 

Choose 
birthday (00:00 - 23:59) in 2022



Load recent SWAP movie 

press 
“New 
Layer”

Choose 
IAS 
PROBA2 
SWAP174



Play the movie

press 
Play



Toolbar: Manipulate the movie



Live demo



Do it yourself
• install jHelioviewer from https://jhelioviewer.org 


• start the application


• open SWAP movie (New Layer/IAS/PROBA2/SWAP) of your last birthday


• manipulate the movie

If you have spare time
• discover new features in the user manual https://swhv.oma.be/user_manual/  


• experiment with the alternative in-browser version: https://helioviewer.org 

https://jhelioviewer.org
https://swhv.oma.be/user_manual/
https://helioviewer.org




JHelioviewer image processing & combination



Image layer 
 settings



Load a second 
movie

press 
“New 
Layer”

Choose 
IAS 
GOES-R 
SUVI304



multiview

The image layer in bold 
is the Master determining 
the times when playing the 
movie
The ‘selected’ image layer in 
blue is the one for which the 
image layer settings apply 



opacity is the brightness of the current 
layer in the mix of layers: decreasing this 
will make the current layer darker in the mix 
where-ever the current layer has signal


blending says how much the current layer 
dominates the lower layers: 100% means 
total dominance, nothing of the previous 
layers comes through




Live demo



Do it yourself
• Change brightness, color, contrast of your SWAP movie


• Load IAS/GOES-R/SUVI 304 data


• Experiment with Multiview, transparency, masking, etc 

If you have spare time
• Combine your SWAP movie with LASCO C2 


• Maximize the SWAP off-limb brightness but make sure that LASCO C2 is 
plotted on top (no transparency of the SWAP corners)





JHelioviewer grids & projections



Switch-on grid



Grid type = Viewpoint

Grid type = Stonyhurst

Grid type = Carrington



Live demo



Do it yourself
• Try out the 3 grid types 


• Copy the pointer bar (right-click) to a text file

If you have spare time
• Try out the other grid options




Viewpoint

Earth



Viewpoint

Earth



Viewpoint = Saturn

Viewpoint = Solar Orbiter

Viewpoint = Venus

Play the movie!



Live demo



FOV

PROBA-2/SWAP



SOLO/EUI/FSI



New Layer:  
ROB 
SOLO 
EUI FSI 304



Projection: Latitudinal Projection: Polar



Do it yourself
• Change the viewpoint to another planet


• Load ROB/EUI/FSI304


• Experiment with “FOV” for both SWAP and FSI, see that the plane-of-the-sky is 
different


• Under projections, try ‘latitudinal’ and ‘polar’





JHelioviewer input/output



Click on “options”

Exports mp4 
movie to  
jHelioviewer-SWHV/Exports



Saves as small “state” file 
to 
JHelioviewer-SWHV/States 

This file can be eg emailed 
to another user to see exactly 
what you saw without  
transferring the data



Pre-packed states, download through SAMP
http://sidc.be/EUI/data/states

Be careful: only click on small sequences



Drag and dump local FITS file

Open FITS 
settings

brightness value at pointer



Do it yourself
• Save an mp4 movie and view it externally


• Save a state-file, close jhelioviewer, restart and load the state-file


• Download the latest EUI/FSI FITS file from https://www.sidc.be/EUI/data/
lastDayFSI/ and drop it into jHelioviewer


• Read intensity values (bottom-right of window)


• Change the scaling of the FITS file (View menu)

https://www.sidc.be/EUI/data/lastDayFSI/
https://www.sidc.be/EUI/data/lastDayFSI/
https://www.sidc.be/EUI/data/lastDayFSI/
https://www.sidc.be/EUI/data/lastDayFSI/




Coffee-break





JHelioviewer physics support



+ Rotate 
the Sun 
manually 
to get a  
3D feeling



Viewpoint



Grid

Radial Grid

… zoom out …

Play movie



Parker spiral 
with configurable 
speed

Solar Orbiter  
& PSP



Live demo



Do it yourself
• Load a SWAP movie of roughly 1 months


• Switch on PFSS, switch to fixed colors


• Switch on ‘viewpoint’ and choose ‘heliosphere’, check “Earth”, “Solar Orbiter” 
and “Parker Solar Probe”


• Under ‘grid’ choose radial grid


• Zoom out


• Click on “spiral” and change the solar wind speed



Download ASCII files for 
connectivity and HCS



Switch-on  
‘connection’

Load ASCII 
connectivity file

Load ASCII 
HCS file



annotations

Press the shift key and drag the mouse pointer 
with the left button pressed to draw. When 
finished, release the mouse button, then the 
shift key. If more than one annotation is added, 
the red one indicates the active annotation. By 
pressing shift+n(ext) or shift+p(previous), 
another annotation will become red.



Live demo



Do it yourself
• Put on a SWAP movie for your favorite day


• Use http://connect-tool.irap.omp.eu/ to produce Connectivity and HCS ASCII 
files


• Switch on ‘’Connection” and import these files


• Familiarize yourself with “Annotations”

http://connect-tool.irap.omp.eu/




Study an event
Example Event “AR 12994 X1.1 2022-04-30T13:47:00"




Example Event “AR 12994 X1.1 2022-04-30T13:47:00"


Load the day

Play movie, 
spot the flare



Confirm this 
is AR 12994?

Load the day

NOAA AR



Add LASCO to check for a CME



Projection: Log Polar



PFSS at time of eruption



Second SWAP movie of 5 days earlier, put to gray and drawn ‘under’ event movie in yellow 
Slit on yellow movie 



Do it yourself
• Study your event


• Ask questions 

All Questions: Slack 

• ESPDschool2024


• #jhelioviewer_questions_and_answers


